
KAYAKOMAT  -  
A RACK FOR SELF-SERVICE  
KAYAK & SUP RENTAL



WHAT IS A KAYAKOMAT?
A KAYAKOMAT is an independent rack for kayaks and 
Stand-Up Paddle boards that enables locals and visitors 
to rent the equipment conveniently at any time of day. 
The rental system is entirely self-service thanks to the 
digital booking system and the attached smart locks.  
When customers book their equipment, they automati-
cally receive a code that unlocks the kayak.

The KAYAKOMAT enables easy access to nature through 
the increasingly popular activity of kayaking and S.U.P- 
paddling. The kayaks are stable and beginner friendly. 
PFDs (life vests) are included in all units. 

Point 65 Sweden, the company behind KAYAKOMAT, 
is the leading paddle sport company in Scandinavia 
and has been renting out kayaks in multiple locations 
throughout Sweden since 2006.  
KAYAKOMAT by Point 65 Sweden launched in 2020 and 
will launch in several European countries during 2022 
thanks to high local demand.   

A KAYAKOMAT is always taken care of by a local  
Point 65 partner. The partner makes sure it is neat and 

tidy and is engaged with the local community. 

The KAYAKOMAT = A kayak rack
The kayak rack is manufactured in Sweden. The main 
material, such as poles and cover, consists of galvanized 
steel, corrosion class 2.  
The cover is constructed for snow fall of 1.5kN/m2 and 
wind speed of 25m/s. 

The longer sides are each covered with an informative 
banderoll made of perforated PVC.
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Surface 8,75sqm
Weight empty: 575kg / Weight full: 960kg 
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The KAYAKOMAT can be placed on its 
own on solid ground or sand, or, if need-
ed,  with the help of stabilizing wood or 
plinths. 

The KAYAKOMAT is delivered in a 
packed, flat package and will be assem-
bled on site within a few hours. There 
is no need to attach it to the ground. It 
can easily be demolished or moved with 
a trailer. 

KAYAKOMAT needs neither electricity 
nor water. 

The kayaks and Stand-Up Paddle 
Boards inside the KAYAKOMAT are 
attached with chains and Smart Locks. 
The Smart Locks are connected to  
Point 65 digital booking system. 



BANNER KAYAKOMAT 12
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Two printed light-weight banners are attached on 
both sides of the KAYAKOMAT L: 350cm H:200cm


